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CHAPTER I
THE IN'l'RODUCT ION

The author's purpose in writing this paper was to
establish a practice itinerary of methods and techniques he
feels can be used to field a competitively sound team in the
junior high school.
One authority has stated that

11

If the players are

inexperienced, practice periods will be necessarily devoted
to fundamentals and principles 11

(7:49).

Another points out

that too often football coaches attempt to match wits with
opponents by intricate offensive and defensive plays, with
too little regard for the basic elements of the game.

Once

fundamentals are mastered, the coach may add a more advanced
pattern which takes into consideration the individual
talents of players (3:28).
Due to the brief practice time alloted and the lack
of footba 11 knowledge and experience normally found in the
junior hiJh school, a ten day practice itinerary has been
set up to teach only the essential fundamen~als of football.
I.

LilvlJ: TNI1 IONS OF· 'l1HE PAPER

As already indicated, this paper tends to deal primarily with the general organization of a junior high school
football practice itinerary.

Obviously coaches, school

2

facilities, curriculum objectives, and personnel will differ in every school; therefore, it is impossible to fit the
content of this paper to all junior hish schools.
The author has made no attempt to solve specific
problems of the school, player, and personnel; however, the
general organization of this practice itinerary will fit
most junior high schools.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE IJTERA'rURE

Prior to the actual reviewing of the literature for
establishing a suggested football practice itinerary, a
brief summary of the values of lesson planning to enhance
teaching will be made.
I.

JUS'EH7ICATION FOR WRITING rHE PAPER
1

Athletics should be built into the basic curriculum
of both elementary and secondary schools. School athletics should neither have precedence over other educational activities nor should they be considered unworthy
of educational attention. The educational values of
athletic experience should be recognized in building
school programs ( 12:21).
In athletics, as in other areas of the curriculum,
coaches should be teachers (12:62).

As teachers, coaches

must carry on some form of 1 es son planning, whether they be
inexperienced or experienced coaches, for lesson planning
has certain definite functions indispensable in good
teaching (15:159).
Good planning helps the coach to limit the area in
which he is teaching.

He decides whet to deal with and how

to deal with it ahead of time.

It also encouraees a proper

consideration of the learning process and definite choice
of appropriate learning procedures (15:160).
7
}

ew coaches clearly realize the paramount importance

4
of a carefully planned and organized program (1:7).

Parti-

cipants in a sport should be run through a program that is
not a haphazard grouping of activities but the result of
days of planning what needs to be done and how end in what
order it should be accomplished (5:187}.
In the junior high school that includes football as
part of its program, it is of primary importance that proper planning be done in organizing and executing the teaching of football.

Without proper planninc, there can be no

stea.dy progress and no definite outcome of teaching and
learning procedures.
II.

LEV~L OB' POOTBALL r.1A'I1EnIALS ffi1VIE~ft~D

Research materials used for the writer's sources
were many and varied, but at no place was a reference found
to how football should be tau3ht at the junior high school
level.

Host of the materiel reviewed was written for col-

lege football, while a smell amount was written for the
student of hieh schools.
Information for the teaching of football fundamentals
is plentiful; however, no literature was found to indicate
the type of practice itinerary needed for the junior high
school.
In order to clarify the previous paragraph, the author
has chosen two practice itinel"aries.

The first by Bateman
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and Governali is:
During the spring football period, the daily and
weekly lesson plans are less rigid than in the fall.
Scrimmages are conducted almost daily to develop the
system as well as the players. A suggested daily
schedule follows:

3:45-4:00
4 :oo-L1 :10

4:10-4:25

L1 : 4o-L1

: 5.5

4 :55-5: 10
5:10-6:00

Backs

Line

Group meeting
3 :45-4 :00
Specialties
4:00-4:10
a. Punt, catch
punts
b. Kickoff and
place kick
c. Pass and pass
receiving
d. Ball handling
and starts
Ba 11 h &'1. d 1 ing
4 :lo-Li: 25
a. Learn plays

Group meeting
:b'undamentals
a. J?ull line
b. Cross-block
dummies
c. Block

Pass offense
a. With half the
ends
Pass defense
a. Switch ends
'l'ackling and
4:55-5:10
blocking drills
Baclrn and line
a. Scrirnrna 0 es
b. Dummy scrirn1:1aces

Dummy scrimmage
plays
a. Learn plays
and pa.ss
protection
Pass-protection
scrimmage
a. With the ends
Line scrimmage
runs
Taclding and
blocking drills

DurinG spring drills the squad practices punt protection, punt returns, extra-point protection, kickoffs,
and kickoff returns. Aft er the first week or two this
})ractice is accomplished in the time alloted for the
tackling and blocking drills (3:7-8).
Pool, in h:l.s book, 2,ives the following sample organization for an afternoon's work at tr:e tigh scbool level.

2:30-2:45

Calisthenics end roll call

2:45-3!00

Squad talk

6
a.

Review of previous game's mistakes

b.

Next game's scoutine, report

c.

Objectives for the day

d.

Phrase for instilling team spirit
and hustle.

3:00-3:.lS

Team passing drill

a.

'~uaPterbeck for eae;h group

3: 1,:;- 3: 25

.re am punting dri 11

J:25-4:45

Group drill

a.

Linemen and backs form separate
groups

b.

4:45-5:oo

Ends and center's maJ, be with either

Team plays
a.

Parts of plays practiced are 9ut
to 0 ether

b.

5:00-5:10

no

scrirmnage for first two weeks

Wind up

a.

Conditioning r~ns

b.

Shower ( 11 :46-.51)

'rl1ese examples., typical of research mater'ial found.,
exon~lify the type of practice itineraries set down by the
most authors.
III.

O'I1:f.1Ji~H PEH'EINEHT NN.cEHIAL

The author, in preparing his paper., found considerable

7
reference to the controversy among educators as to whether
football should be played in the junior high school.
Due to the irr1plications of this controversy, the
author• feels that a summary of it must be made in all fairness to the reader.

At the same time, he wishes to point

out the need of a well planned athletic progr>am in the
junior high school.
Many educators believe that there should be no
inter-scholastic competition in the junior high schools.
Such groups as the Western Intercollegiate Conference and
the .American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation have gone on record as not approving regularly scheduled inter-scholastic competition below the
senior high school level
11

(13:480-81).

Usually the battle races not so much over inter-

scholastic competition as such, but rather over the problem
of organized competition in junior high school football"

( 13 :482).
In opposition to those educators that believe interscholastic athletics should not be permitted in the junior
high schools, are individuals such as Dr. Cureton, who,
with his colleagues, carefully prepared reviews of evidence
in the field of physical fitness.

In his book, much of one

chapter bears on the problem of childhood sports participation and strenuous exertion for youngsters.

Cureton

8

concluded that properly supervised, vigorous sports participation makes better, stronger, and greater physical
specimens.

He also says:

The modern opinion is that well supervised athletes
(athletics) will do no harm to elementary and junior
high school boys, althoueh these boys should have a
medical exandnation and be supervised by an expert in
physical education ( 7 :113).
11

(7:110).

Children can learn sports at a very early age"
Therefore, the growing student needs a vigorous

devolopment al program, and football, and similar types of
activity provide the settings for this (8:289).
Extra-curricular activities offer innumerable opportunities in which learned urges or drives may be capitalized
for educational benefit (8:12).

These activities should be

started in a small way and developed gradually and naturally

( 8: 21).
Regardless of whether one believes football should
be played in the junior high school, it is still very much
a part of the program in various schools.

F'or this reason

the establishment of a well planned practice itinerary is
needed to provide for the teaching of football fundamentals,
from the simple to the complex.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FRON MNJ:~HI.AL ffb..VIBvlla.:D

The research materials of this study indicate certain conclusions: (a) good planning is needed to necessitate

9

good teaching of football; (b) there is a lack of adequate
teaching guides for coaching junior high school football;.
(c) educators disagree as to whether football should be
played in the junior high school; and (d) football has
educational value.

CHAPTER III
Tn~ PRAC'£1CE I'11 IHER.ARY
I.

THE .l?IRST DAY

3:20-3:45, Squad meeting.

Prior to the first

practice, a well prepared but brief meeting should be held
in which the coach can give a few common sense statements
of procedures and expectations (7:194-195).
'l'he coach should distr•ibut e to the squad any material
he desires pertaining to playing football, rules, expectations, and offensive plays.

3 :4.5-4 :30, Distribute practice equipment.

The order

of distribution of equipment to players is according to
their experience, then class level.

This is done by issu-

ing first to lettermen, then ninth, eighth, and finally
seventh grade non-lettermen.

This allows potential first

team players to receive first choice of equipment without
loss of prestige to other players.
Once equipment is distributed, the coach checks each
player when he is fully attired.
each player of a proper fit.

This is done to assure

A faulty piece of equipment

or a poor fit may result in an injury or loss of enthusiasm
for playing.

11

Notivation is decreased and possibly killed

by the necessity of playing in inefficient and uncomfortable

11

outfits against hi3hly skilled and larger opponents
carefully and handsomely outfittedu

4:30-4:40, Calisthenics.

(7 :44) •

The purpose of calisthenics

is: (a) to prevent injuries; (b) to put the players in a
receptive frame of mind; ( c) to develop, loosen, and stretch
certain muscles; (d) to condition the players for the mental
and physical stamina needed for playing football.
Arrange the squad in parallel lines, arms length
apart, directly in front of and completely in view of the
calisthenic leader.

The coach should lead the first day's

calisthenics, but thereafter he may select a player to lead
them under his supervision.

This provides excellent

training for his captains and quarterbacks.
A.

Stationary run (1 minute)
1.

Starting position is with player standing

with arms in loose thrust position.
2.

Begin movement by running slowly, then speed

up gradually, raising the knees as high as possible.

3.

Complete exercise by slowing down gradually.

'I1he purpose of this exercise is to develop the leg
muscles, especially those surrounding the knees.

The high

knee exercise stimulates the leg action of a ball carrier
running.
B.

Neck twist (1 minute)
1.

Starting position has player standing with
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hands on hips.
2.

Begin movement by twisting the head in a

counterclock rotation (15 seconds).

3.

Reverse procedure by twisting the head in a

clockwise rotation (15 seconds).

4.

Repeat the procedure of number 2 and 3.

The object of this exercise is to strengthen the
muscles of the neck.
C.

Ping er push-ups ( 10 times)
1.

Starting position has player assurnin3 a

front leaning rest; hands are placed palms down directly
under the shoulders; body is straight from head to heels.
2.

Begin movement by bending the elbows and

touching the chest to the ground, still keeping the body
straight.

3.

Complete the movement by straightening the

elbows and recovering to the starting position.
The purpose of this exercise is to loosen and develop
the muscles of the arms, shoulders, and abdomen.
D.

Trunk twist (1 minute)
1.

Starting position has the player assuming a

straddle stance; fingers laced behind the head, elbows
extended back, and chin in.
2.

Keeping the knees straight, begin movement

by bending forward sharply, thus creating a bouncing
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movement that causes slight recovery from the bend.
Simultaneously to the recovery, turn the trunk sharply to
the left, allowing the right elbow to swing downward
between the knees.

3.

Recover to the starting position, pulling

the head backward and chin inward strongly, then repeat the
exercise, twisting the trunk to the right and extend the
left elbow between the knees.
The object of this exercise is to loosen and develop
the muscles of the shoulders and abdomen.
E.

Sit up (1 minute)
1.

Starting position has player assuming a

prone position on his back, hands at his side.
2.

Begin the movernont by raising his trunk to a

sitting position, keeping the legs straight and on the
ground, simultaneously thrusting the arms forward, and
touching the toes.

3.

Recover to starting position and repeat.

The purpose of this exercise is to loosen and develop
the muscles of the chest and abdomen (2:2-6).
li'or the purpose of developing breathing and physical
sta1nina, conclude the calisthenics with a slow quarter mile
lap.

4:40-5:00, Basic~~•

Call all members of the

squad together and have them sit, squat, or stand in any

11t

manner that allows them to readily see and hear.

The coach

should place himself directly in front of the squad for
puryoses of explanation.
Assuming that all squad members are linemen., explain
that everythin3 a lineman does originates from his stance,
whether it is striking a blmv, pulling out, or going downfield.

The stance must be easy, natural, and uniform--

always remaining the same

(4 :7).

A basic stance that eives both offensive and defensive play stability is the four-point position.

In this

stance both feet are spaced evenly apart in a position that
allows the player comfort and a solid footing.

The hands

are extended sliehtly forward of the shoulders on the
ground, knuckles down.

Enough body weight is supported by

the hands to allow balance, but not enough to prevent the
player from moving forward and up to make contact on his
charge.

'11he head is up., eyes looking straight ahead, and

the tail is slightly lower than the shoulders.
To teach the stance have the players stand erect,
then spread the legs comfortably apart.

Once the proper

spacing of the feet is achieved, have them take a squat·ting
position with forearms resting on the thighs, spacing of the
feet remaining the same.

From the squatting position have

them simply tip forward on the balls of their feet, catching themselves naturally with extended arms.

Once this is
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done, they need only to raise their tails as previously
mentioned.
The coach should circulate among the players making
corrections of their stance and balance.

5:00-5:10, Stance and charge drill.

Divide the

squad into lines, each an arm's length apart, and extend
them across the practice area.

Have them assume the four-

point stance, and on signal charge out of their stance
keeping low, head up, and eyes straight ahead.

Alternate

the start of the charges with first the left foot and then
the right.

Keep the sprint to approximately 1.5 yards in

length, and have them halt when the whistle blowso

5:10-5::15, Wind sprints.

Por purposes of developing

breathing, physical stamina, and determining the speed of
individual players, assemble all players in a straight line
for two 50 yard wind sprints.

Each sprint is to be started

by players assuming the four-point stanceo
charge

out of the stance and do the sprint.

On signal they
Repeat the

same procedure for the second spPint.
The coach should station himself in a position that
will allow him to record the names of the quick starters
and fast finishers.
'rhis recording of players will indicate some of the
faster squad members, their physical condition, and be a
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basis for establishing potential players for positions on
the team requiring the greater speed.

5:15,

Shower.

During this time the coach should

check all players for sore feet, sore muscles, faulty
equipment, and showering habits.

This checking of players

is especially important in early season to prevent and
treat injuries.
II.

SECOND DAY

3:20-3:30, Calistheni~.

Conduct as previously

cit ed.

3:30-3:40, Stance an9. charge drill.

Before begin-

ning the drill, the coach should check each player 1 s stance
for proper position and balance.
Conduct as previously cited.

3:40-3:50, Linemen 1 s shoulder-lift blockiilS explanation.

Assemble all members of the squad together for pur-

poses of explanation in the same manner as previously cited.
The coach's explanation will be by voice and demonstration.
Prom the four-point stance the block is begun by
stepping forth in a lunging action with the leg opposite
the contacting shoulder, and opposite the direction in
which the blocker may intend to drive his opponent.
Contact is made by driving the shoulder into the
opponent's thigh opposite the direction he is being driven.
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As the opponent is being moved the shoulder should slide up
the thigh to the crotch using the neck: and head to help
control the contact.

'rhe upper arm is made an extension of

the blocking shoulder by bending and raising the elbow to
shoulder level, the fist being held against the chest

( 14 :32).

3:.50-4:0.5.,

Linemen 1 s shoulder-lift blocking drill.

The purpose of this drill is to teach the players the
fundamentals of the shoulder blocks.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into as many groups as there

are coaches.

Divide each group into two equal groups and

have them form single lines facing each other.
2.

The players in one line are to be the offensive,

and the opposite line the defensive.

J.

The defensive players are to offer no resistance
11

to the offensive players, but simply act. as

live bait" for

offensive players' shoulder-lift blocks.

4.

Preparation for the block is made with the first

players of both the offensive and defensive lines assuming
the four-point stance.

_5.

The coach assumes a position slightly in back

and out of view of the defensive lineman.

From this posi-

tion he gives a pre-arranged hand signal that allows the
offensive player the advantage on the block.

18
6.

On signal the block is executed in the manner

previously described.

7.

If any phase of tho block is not to the coach's

satisfaction, he should cor' rect the mistake or mistakes and
have thern 1~epeat the blocking procedure until satisfied.

8.

After a satisfactory block has been executed the

offensive player goes to the end of the defensive line and
the defensive player to the end of the offensive line.

9.

See Illustration I.

4 :05-4 :15,

Pas_sinf:i_ and receiving expla~ation.

Squad

members are called together for purposes of explanation in
the same 111anner as previously cited.
An offense to be truly effective m.ust include passing.

A Good pa.s ser· can keep the defense spread and contin-

ually 0 uessir18 as to the offensive strategy.

Passing is no

longer a play used in despere.tion, but is as important as
any runninr.; play.

Tlle passer must ba capable of passin13,

be intelli2,ent, have c;ood vision, and possess tt.e ability
to run if need be (9:10).
A good e;rip for throwinc a football is one in which
the fingers are on the laces and sli5htly behind the middle
of the ball.

'l'he ball is not squeezed tightly, but held

snugly a3ainst the finger·s.

Once the grip is establishod,

bring the ball up to the side of the head with the passing
hand, using the free hand to help suppoPt the ball, and

19
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0
0
0
0
0

0
0
@

0
0

continuallv., fake the ball beside the ear •
Supportine; the ball with the non-passine hand helps
to avoid fumbles, especially at the junior hi 0 h school
level where players tend to lack large hands and oxperience
in handling the ball with one hand.
In making the pass, a richt handed passer begins
with the weizht on his right foot and his left foot extended.
As the arm starts forward, he takes a short step with the
left foot, shifts tho weight to it, and points the toe in
the direction of the throw.

He releases the ball by allow-

ing the bal 1 to roll off his f j_nger tips, then follows
through with the arm.
"In receiving a pass: don't look for the ball until
in position to receive it, don 1 t reach for the ball until
it is almost there, don 1 t slow your speed, don't take your
eyes from the ball at any time, don't

11

tighten-upu (9:25).

A player catching a pass, whether an over-theshoulder or face-pass, does so with his hands.

The hands

are extended so that the palms ar-e turned toward the ball,
fingers spread and thumbs wide apart.

As the ball toucbes

the hands, the arms give with the ball, at the same time
closing the hands upon it.

Players should not fight the

ball, but cuddle it.

4:15-4:20, Wind sprints.

Conduct two

5o

yard wind

21

sprints in the same manner as the previous day.

4 :20-4 :35, Passing and receiving drill.

'l'he object

of this drill is to find any players that indicate an
ability for passing, receiving, or centering.

At the same

time offensive fundamentals of passing and receivin 0 are
practiced.
Instructions:
1.

Assuming that the coach is not familiar with the

abilities of his players, divide the squad into as many
groups as there are coaches.
2.

Select a player from each group interested in

becoming a center and place him over the ball.

J.

Split the remaininG players into three equal

4.

Two of these groups act as pass receivers and

groups.

line up parallel to each other with the center between them.

5.

Keep plenty of distance (8-10 yards) between the

center and pass receivers so the passer can view his
receivers.

6.

The remaining line is to be passers and is

located at a distance of four yards directly behind the
center and horizontal to the receivers.

7.

In preparation for receiving a pass the first

players of the receiving line assume the four-point stance.

8.

On the center's pass to the passer the first
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player of the receiving lines charge out of their stance on
their outside foot, take three steps, pivot on the outside
foot, and rnove diagonally down-field at three-quarter speed.
One receiver should be sent deeper than the other to avoid
the possibility of a collision.
0

/.

'I1he first player in the passing line receives

the pass from center, steps back into the proper passing
stance and attempts to hit a receiver with a pass directly
over and down-field from the center.
10.

When the receivers have completed their attempt

at goin8 down-field for a pass they go to opposite receiving
lines.
11.

The passer goes to the end of the passing line.

12.

Lfuen each player of a line has had an opportun-

ity to attempt the job his line was to do, the lines
alternate.
13.

Alternate the center with any player within the

group desiring to cent er the ball.

14.

'.I'he coach spends his t irae observine, the players'

abilities and giving corrections.

15.

See Illustration 2.

4 :3.S-L! :16,

Explana_~~ of free ball ~o_v_erx.

Squad

members are called together and asked to station themselves
ln the manner previously cited for explanation.
Explain to the players the importance of getting ball

23
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control, for without the ball, you can't score, unless it
is a safety.

A team takes the offensive when it has the

ball, but the best plans can disintegrate with poor ball
handling.

iumbles will occur; therefore whether he is a

defensive or an offensive player he must have the skills
necessary to recover the ball.
'l'he best mee.ns of Pecovering a loose ball is by
aggressively launching yourself so that your upper' body
will be over the ball and in a position to scoop it against
the chest with hands, arms and thighs.

This is done by a

twisting movement of the body so that you will hit the
ground with your hip and the side of your chest, thus trapping the ball in a poclrnt formed by folded arms and drawn.up knees.
A player never tries to pick up a loose ball unless
he has considerable aroa completely clear of opposing
players.

4:45-4:5;;,

Pr~E:_ ball drill.

Using the method

described, form lines of approximately ten players each,
with a ball for each line, and drill on the fundamentals of
ball recovery.

'l'o be 6 in this drill the coach tosses a foot-

ball to the ground a few yards in front of the first player
in the line.

The moment the ball touches the ground it is

a free ball, and the first man in line at tempts to make the
recovery according to the method explained.

lv'hen recovery

is made by a player, he tosses it to the ground again,
si3naling the second player to make the recovery.

'.11he first

man maldn,s the recovery then goes to the end of the line to
wait his turn.
The coach moves from group to group giving further
explanation, sugeestion, and aid.

4:55-5:05,

Linemen•~ shoulder-~if~ ?locking drill.

Conduct as previously cited.

5:05-5:15,

Two-2!!-££.~ blocki1!8_ drill.

The purpose

of this drill is to teach defensive penetrators how to plug
a Gap, or get into the offensive backfield as quickly as
possible, and once there, stop the play.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into groups of threes.

2.

Designate two players of each group as offensive

linemen, and the third as a defensive penetrator.

3.

Keep sufficient distance (2-3 yards) between

4.

Defensive players line up opposite the offensive

groups.

players of their group.

5.

Defensive players are to penetrate directly

between the offensive players, while the offensive players
are to drive them back with shoulder-lift blocks.

6.

The defensive player attempts to

between the two offensive players with a

11

11 shoot

the gap 11

knifing 11 charge.
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7.

The

11

knifing 11 charge is executed by the defen-

sive player propelling his body into the gap with a lunge.

8.

In making the lunge, on the first step he jams

a leg between the blockers, and uses his hands to push off
or aside one of the blockers.

9.

If the initial lunge doesn 1 t allow hit,1 to com-

pletely penetrate the gap, he turns his body slightly, and
steps through the gap with the trailing leg.

10.

'I1110 coach may take a position facing the offen-

sive linemen so that he can give the offensive linemen a
pre-arranged stal"ting signal that will allow tt.ern the
advantage on the charge.

11.

'rhe coach may alternate players at his own

discretion.
12.

'l111e coach must emphasize stance, charge, and

drive at all times.

13.

See Illustration 3.

5:15-5:20, Conditioning~•

Run a fast quarter mile

lap.

5:20, Shower.
III.

'rii.8 THIRD DAY

3:20-3:30, Calisthenics.

Conduct as previously cited.

Add the new exercise:
A.

Rocking chair (1 minute)
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1.

Starting position is with the player assum-

ing a prone position on his stomach.
2.

Lift the head, shoulders, and legs free of

the ground, and begin the movement by rocking forward and
backward on the abdomen (2:7).
The primary purpose of this exercise is to develop
the muscles of the back, abdomen, shoulders, and legs.

3:30-3:40, Stance and charge drill.

Before begin-

ning the drill, the coach should check each player's stance
for proper position and balance.
Conduct as previously cited.

3:40-3:.50, Linemen's shoulder-lift blocki.EB. drill.
Conduct as previously cited.

3:.50-3:55, Wind sprint.

Run a 7.5 yard wlnd sprint

in the same manner as cited for the 50 yard wind sprints of
the previous day.

3:55-4:10, Passing and receiving_ drill.

Using the

accumulated information of the previous day's passing and
receiving drill and wind sprints, divide the players into
tentative passers and receivers, and hold the same type of
passing and receiving drill cited in the previous day.
'rhe coach should make it known to the squad that his
division of players is tentative, and is for the purpose of
further player evaluation.
The coach spends his time during the drill moving
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from one group to another observing, correcting faults,
giving suggestions, and takine, down names of players showing promise as passers, receivers, or both.

4:10-4:20,

~

ball drill.

Conduct as previously

cited.

4:20-4:25, Wind sprint.

Run a 100 yard wind sprint

in the same manner as cited for the previous

75

yard wind

sprint.
Two-~-~ blocking drill.

Conduct as

previously cited.

4 :.40-4 :50,

Explanation of tackling.

Squad members

are called together as previously cited for purposes of
explanation.
Boys must be taught to tackle.

No one has a natural

instinct for tackling, although some boys appear to have
the gift, but this is only because they are endowed with
the necessary qualities for becoming a good tackler (9:56).
A player can become a sood tackler only by practice
and the self-realization that a good tackle is one of the
greatest thrills that can be experienced on the football
field.
Two types of tackles are to be taught: the head-on
and the side tackle.
The head-on tackle is used by tacklers on ball
carriers that they are approaching head-on, or nearly so.

}O
'I1he tackler moves into the ball carrier at top speed, feet
wide apart, head up, and eyes on the carrier's belt.

As

the tackler moves in close he opens his arms wide, and
keepiD[r low he drives a shoulder into the thighs of the
bal 1 carrier.

As contact is made, he closes the arms vig-

orously, clasping the hands if possible, and lifts.

One

leg, if possible, is to be beneath the tackler's body when
contact is made to give better lift and continued drive.
'I1he side tackle is to be used when the tackler
approaches a ball carrier from an angle.

The approach is

made in the same manner as the head-on, except that momentarily before contact the head is placed in front of the
ball carrier.

As the tackler drives into the ball carrier

with his near shoulder, he rolls his body across the ball
carrier's path, at the same time grasping with the arms and
hands.
Demonstrations of these tackles can be made with the
help of squad members.

4:50-4:55,
4:55-5:05,

Wind spri~.

Conduct as previously cited.

~-tackle drill.

This drill is designed

to teach the tackler to drive his body across in front of
the ball carrier.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into as many groups as there

are coaches.
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2.

Divide each group into two equal lines and nlace

them facin~ each other in single file 20 yards apart and 10
yards inbound from the side line.

3.

One line will act as ball carriers and the other

as tacklers.

4.

The ball carrier on the coach's signal starts

running to the side line and receives the ball in the form
of a lateral pass from the coach who stands between the two
lines.

,5.

'rhe ball carrier tries to elude the tackler from

the opposite line without cutting back: into the field of
play.

6.

The tackler attempts to tackle the ball carrier

next to the side line with a side-tackle.

7.

After a tackling atten~t has been made the ball

carrier c;oes to the end of the tackliI1E, line and the
tackler to the end of the ball carriers' line.

B.

At the end of five minutes switch the drill to

the opposite side line to 8ive the players practice with
the opposite shoulder.
('

'J.

See Illustration

5:oS-5:15,

4.

Head-on tackle drill.

The purpose of this

drill is to practice the fundamentals necessar;y in tackline.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into as rnany sroups as there
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are coaches.

2.

Divide each group into two equal lines and

place thern facing each other in sin;:;le file

J.

5

yards apart.

One line will act as runners, the other as

tncklers.
~.

The first players from both lines assume the

four-point stance and on siznal charge out of their stance.
'l'he player froii the tackline line then attempts che headon tackle.

5.

Aft or a t acl::.li n,; u t t; empt has be -:.m u.1. <h the run-

Ecr c;oes to the enJ of tho tackling lfne and the tackler to
tho end of the runners' line.

6.

Include practice on both shoulders even though

a player 1Jre fers to tackle on one side only.

7~

See Illustration

5.

Conditionine l'Un.

Run two fast quarter

mile laps.

5:20, Shower.
IV.

'l1 EE F'0UR11 H DAY

Conduct as previously
ci~ed.

Add the new exercise-drill:
A.

Runn.in 6 gaunt let
1.

Player·s form a straight line, one behind the

other, an errn I s len::r,th apar•t.
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2.

Exercisa-drill cornr:i.ences with the last

player in line runninc at top speed altern2tely among the
other player:: forming the line.

The player, upon corr1plet-

ing his turn at running the length of the lino, takes his
position at the front of tho line, tha last player in line
tt.on duplicates the first player's actions.

This is con-

tinued until every one has completed runnlng the gauntlet.
The exercise-drill can be speeded up by having more than
one player runninc; at the same tine.
'J:he purpose of this exercise-drill is to develop
elusiveness end stamina.

3:34-3:45,

Stance and charee drill.

Conduct as

previously cited.

3:45-3:55,

Lineman's shoulder-lift blockin8 drill.

Conduct in the same manner as the previous day, but instead
of having the defensive player act as n11ve baitn have him
attempt to drive directly over the offensive player.

3:55-4:00,

Wind sprint.

Conduct a 100 yard wind

snrint es previously cited.

4: 00-4: 15,

Two-.2E_-~ blocking drill.

Conduct as

previously cited.

4:15-4:30,

Tackling drill.

4:30-4:35,

Conditionin5 run.

Conduct as previously

cited.

mile laps.

Run two fast quarter
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4:35-4:45,

Free ball drill.

4 :45-4 :55,

~ - f i e l d blocking explanation.

Conduct as previously

cited.
l~ssem-

ble squad rn0mbers toc;ether as previously cited for purposes
of explanation.
'I1he open-field block is executed in a manner similar
to the tackle.

The blocker moves into the defensive player

at top speed, head up, and eyes on the opponent's belt.

As

the blocker moves in close, momentarily before contact he
places his head in front of the defender, clasps bis fists
against the chest with elbows and forearms carried high,
makes canto.ct, continues to drive, and completes tr.e block
by forcing his body across the defender's path.
In making the block on a defender coming directly
toward one, either shoulder can be used.
Demonstration of the block can be made with the help
of squad members.

4:55-5:05,

Open-field angle blocking drill.

This

drill is designed to teach the blocker to drive his body
across in front of the runner.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into as many [;roups as there

are coaches.
2.

Divide each group into two equal lines and place

them facing each other in single file 20 yards apart and 10

37
yards inbound from the side line.

3.

One line will act as runners and the other as

blockers.

4.

The first runner on the coach's signal starts

running to the side line.
,5.

The runner tries to elude the blocker from the

opposite line without cutting back into t:he fl.eld of play.

6.

I1he blocker attempts to block the runner in the

1

manner previously described.

7.

After a blocking attempt has been r.iade the run-

ner goes to the end of the blockers' line and the blocker
to the end of the runners' line.

8.

At the end of five minutes switch the drill to

the op~osite side line to give the players practice with
the opposite shoulder.

9.

See Illustration 6.

5:05-.5:10, Open-field head-.Qg blocking drill.

The

purpose of this drill is to practice the fundarnente.ls
necessary in open-field blocking.
Instructions:
1.

Divide the squad into as ~:12.ny groups as there

are coaches.
2.

Divide each 6 roup into two equal lines and place

them facing each other in sinsle file

J.

5

yards apart.

One line will act as runners, the other as
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blockers.

4.

The first players frorn both lines assume the

four-point stance and on signal charge out of their stance.
The pla;:i1er from the blocking line then atternpts the headon open-field block.

5.

After a blockins attempt has bec,n1 made the run-

ner 2O0s to the end of the blocking line and the blocker
to the end of the runners' line.

6.

See Illustration

5:10-5:15,

~

7.

pulling explanation.

Squad members

are called tosether as previously cited for purpose of
explanation.
For running interference an offensive lineman pulls
out of the line from his four-point stance by pushing off
the knuckles of both hands, and twistinc the head and arms
to the outside.

At the same moment he pivots on the ball

of the inside foot and takes a short step down the line
with the outside foot.

He continues down the line at top

speed, keeping low, and close to the line.
Cutting down-field or into a hole is done by hitting
on the inside foot at the desired spot, crossing over with
the outside foot, and then pushing off to the new direction
with the outside footo

5:15-.5:25, Line nulling drill.

The purpose of this

drill is to provide practice in pulling out, turning down-
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field, and shoulder blocking.
Instructions:
l.

Divide the squad into as many groups as there

are coaches.
2.

Players of each e,roup form a single file line

horizontal to a scrimmage line.

3.

A blocking dummy is placed 10 yards to one side

of the players' line and 2 yards down-field from the
scrim.~age line to represent a defensive linebacker.

4.

The first player in line assumes the four-point

stance and on the coach I s signa.l pulls out, charges down
the line, keeping low, and then cuts down-field in the
proper manner to execute an open-field shoulder block on
the dummy.

5.

The coach may change the position of the dummy

at any time to vary the direction of pulling out or cutting
down-field.

6.

See Illustration 8 •

.:5:25-5:30., Conditioninrr run.

Run two fast quarter

mi le laps.

5 : 3 0.,

Shower.

V.

TEE PIFTH DAY

3:20-3:35, Calisthenics.
cited.

Conduct as previously
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3:35-3:Lio, Squad division.

Divide the potential

centers, guards, and tackles into one group.

A second

group is selected of potential ends and backs.
The coach should make it understood that this groupins, of players is not permanent, but a tentative one for
the purpose of practice and drills.

3:Li0-3:50, Line1:1en--Stance and charge drill.

Con-

duct the stance and charge drill for linemen in the same
manner as previously cited.
Ends and baclrn--Carry in3. the bal 1 explanation •
.Assemble 3nds and backs together Ds previously cited for
purpose of explanation.
The ball when being carried in the open field should
have the point tucked into a pocket formed by the upper arm,
armpit, and the side of the chest.

rrhe forearm should lie

alon0 side the ball, so that the ball is lifted against the
ch:3 st.

The hand and i'in 0 ers are curled over the f orwar•d

point of the ball.
When the ball is carried on a running play to the
right, the ball carrier uses a cross-over step in starting
his r.1ov3ment.

'I111is is done by placine; the greater part of

his weight on his ri2,ht foot, and then crossing his left
foot over and in front of his right foot.
carried under the rieht arm.

c oinc

to the left.

The oa.11 is

The opposite is true for plays
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The best r,1ethod for receiving tho ball on a hand-off
is tho

11 ralrn."

This

n0

thod bee;ins with the receiver hold-

ing the el bow farthest fro1,1 th<J ball agaj_nst his side and
extending the forearm and hand across the lowest aren of
the torso withou.t hav.i.ng his legs bump it.

The near orm is

carried high with the forearm and hand extended across the
lower part of the chest.

With the arms in this position,

a back receivins a hand-off will have his shoulders low,
and so a pocket is formed in which the ball is pressed.

As

the ball is prassod firmly into the receiver's pocket he
traps it with the use of the lower arm and hand from below,
and the u:9per arm and hand fro1,1 above.

As the receiver

feels the press of the ball, he continues to move forward,
I'aldng the ball from the ball carrier's hand, and at the
same ti11e folding his arms lengthwise over the ball with
the hands and fingers gripiJin8 the ends.

Once the ball

carrier has completed his exchanee and reaches open-field,
he t:r>ips the ball under one arm and carries it in the
previously cited open-field carry.

3:50-4:00, Linemen--Shou.lder-lift blockin5 drill.
1he shoulder-lift blockinc drill for lineLlen is conducted
in the same .r.:ianner as previously cited.
Ends and _backs--Ball carrvincr drill.

The object of

this drill is to teach proper handlin3 and carrying of the
ball.
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Inst rue ti ons:
1.

Divide the ends and baclcs into two e:roups.

Each

group is to form single file lines and facing each other
approximately
2.
and

5

40 yards apart.

In line with the groups, directly in the center

yards apart, place two blocking dummies.

3.

The first player in a line is civen the ball,

and as a ball carrier he positions the ball in the right
hand in the open-field carry.

4.

Carrying the ball in this position he begins the

drill by running as close to the right of the first dummy
as possible, shifts the ball to the left hand, cuts between
the dunu:1ies, and continues toward the opposite line.

S.

The pass ine; of the second dummy acts as a s ic;nal

to the first player of the opposite line to move forward
running in prepaPat ion f OP a hand-off from the ball carrier.

6.

'.l1he ball c2rrier executes a hand-off to this

player, and the new ball carrier then duplicates the same
actions of the first oall carrier, vilhich includes a handoff to the first player of the opposite line.

7o

Stres5 the importance of a ball carrier keeping

his body between a durnmy (opponent) and the ball to avoid a
fumble if tackled.

8.

See Illustration

9.

4:00-4:10, Linemen--Two-2,£-~ blocking drill.

The

46
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two-on-one blocking drill for linemen is to be conducted as
previously cited.
Ends and backs--Passinp: and receiving drill.

The

passing and receiving drill for ends and backs is conducted
as previously cited, except that the best passers should
alternate in doing the passing.

4:10-4:15,

Wind sprint.

Conduct a

100

yard wind

sprint involviq~ the entire squad in the same manner as
previously cited.

4:15-4:30,

Tackling drill.

Conduct the drill

involving the entire squad as previously cited.

4 :30-4 :45,

Open-field blocking 9rill.

Conduct the

drill involving the entire squad as previously cited.

4:45-5:00,

Linemen--Shoulder-lift blockino: drill.

Include the enus as linemen, and conduct the shoulder-lift
blocking drill as previously cited.
Backs--Punting and punt receiving explanation.

Por

purposes of punting and punt receiving explanation, all
backfield members are to assemble as previously cited.
~Jhen one is going to do punting he assumes a position approximately ten yards directly behind the cent er.
If he is a right-footed kicker he stands in a relaxed position with the right foot extended slightly forward of the
left.

The left foot is pointed in the direction the kick

is to be placed.

He leans forward with both arms
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outstretched, palms turned slishtly upward.
When the kicker receives the ball, he holds it
parallel to the ground with both hands slightly under the
ball and the left hand a few inches ahead of the right.
When the ball is held correctly in the kicker's hands, the
kicker then steps forward with the non-tdcking foot.

rrhe

ball is carefully dropped, and the kicking foot is brought
forward in the actual kicking a ct ion.
The actual kicking action pertains to the kicking
foot, and consists of the knee being somewhat flexed during the forward swing so that the lower leg can finish with
a snap.

At the moment of contact the ankle is forcibly

extended and locked.

The toe of the foot is extended as

parallel to the ground as possible to avoid kicking too
high in the air.

'11 he foot and ball should meet

just about

knee heitht and the contact be maintained throughout the
follow-through which ends above the head.

A spiral results

from placing the ball at an angle across the instep with
the forward point of the ball to the rie)1t of the ankle

(9:29-30).
Excess steps or motions in kicking usually tend to
waste valuoble time while the kicker's teammates are desperately trying to stave off the opponents.

A proper begin-

ning stance, kicking step, follow-through, and ending stance
will give all the distance needed, plus accuracy and a
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quicker release of the ball.
In receiving a punt the player positions himself a
step or two behind the ba 11 so that he can move slowly forward and catch it.

In making the catch he raises the arms

forward with the hands slightly above shoulder level, palms
up, fingers spread, little fingers and elbows of both arms
no more than three or four inches apart.

The purpose of

the arms being close together is to prevent the possibility
of the ball going between the arms and a fumble occurin,:;.
As the ball nestles into the hands, swin.e. the arms downward
to guide the ball into the chest so that it may be trapped
by a ))Ocket formed by the chest, hands, forearms, and upper
arms.

The pocket is increased by momentarily going into a

crouch as the ball is being guided into the ~ocket.

This

very brief pause enables tho receiver to protect the ball
in case he is tackled h1111ediately after catching it and at
the san~ time allows the receiver to soot the nearest
opponents.

5: 00-5: 15, Linemen--Two-on-.2!2.._~ blockim( drill.

Con-

duct the two-on-one blocking drill for linemen as previously
cited, including the ends.
Backs--Puntirn::i_ and !2.£!lt receivinr: drill.

'rhe object

of this drill is to teach the fundamentals of punting and
punt receiving.
Instructions:
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1.

Divide the baclrn into groups of four players

with a center for each group.
2.

Two players of each croup alternate punting

while the other two members of the group station themselves
downfield from the punters at whatever distance is
necessary to receive the kicks.

3.

Alternate the backs of each group so ths.t all

may have the opportunity to kick end to receive.
The coach should circulate amonQ the ~rouns
~

makins correctior,_s.

,_,

.!,

He should also be selecting his better

kickers.
5:lS-.S:20, Conditionin\ run.

Hun two fast quarter

:mile laps.
5:20., Shower.
VI.

3:20-3:30,

THE SIXirII DAY

Calisthenics.

Begin your calisthenics

with a slow quarter mile lap, followed by a fast one.
Upon conclusion of running laps, conduct only the
following exercises:
A.

Bear walk (1 minute)

B.

Finger push-up (15 times)

c.

Hunnin3 gauntlet

D.

Chicken match
1.

Players select a partner.
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2.

Partners prepnro for tho f iz:ht by one assum-

ing a sitting position on the shoulders of the other.
Hel □ets

are to be used to prevent injuries.

3.

I,'ight commences with each partnership tryiru_:;

to knock either one or both players of another partnership
to the cround.

4.

The partnership that remains standing is the

winne1".
i'he purpose of this drill is fun.

Secondary results

are to develop physical stamina, especially in the legs, and
balance to r;taintain footing under the stress of wei3ht and
the force of a charge.

3:30-3:40, TacklinG ?rill.

Conduct as previously

cited.

3:40-3:50, 0£en-field blocking drill.

Conduct as

previously cited.

3 :50-4 :00, Free tall drill.

Conduct as previously

cited.

4 :00-4 :05,

)~ind f3print.

Conduct a 100 yard wind

sprint as previously citad.

4:05-4:10,

Squad division.

Division of the squad is

made in the sai:10 manner as previously cited.

4:10-4:20, Lincmen--Line pulling drill.

Conduct as

previously cited.
Ends e.nd backs--Carrying th~. ball drill.

Conduct as
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previously cited.

4:20-4:30, Linemen--Shoulder-lift blocking drill.
Conduct as previously cited.
Ends and bad:s--Passine and receivin[ drill.

Con-

duct as previously cited, except allow only the better
passers to do the passing.

4 :J0-4 :40.,

Linernen--1 wo-_££-.2,££ blockiD3 drill.
1

Use

the ends in the drill and conduct as previously cited.
Backs--Punting and punt receivin6 drill.

Conduct as

previously cited., but allow only the best punters to do the
kicking.

4:40-4:45,

Conditioning run.

Run two fast quarter

mile laps.

4:45-5:15.,

Offensive explanation.

designed to score."l

"Every offense is

Therefore., an offense must be devel-

oped to fit the abilities of the players, rather than the
players to an offense.
Execution is the thing. A simple play., fundamentally
sound and expertly executed., avera.z es more sround than
a complicated trick play poorly run. A foundation of
sound., straight football quickly molds a team into a
unit and aids in building team morale. Once fundamentals are mastered, the instructor adds more advanced and
intricate patterns which take into consideration the
individual talents of players (3:28).

1 statement by Albert H. Poffenroth in an Advanced
Pootball Coaching class, Sumraer quarter, Central Washington
Colleee of Education., Ellensburg., Washington, 1958.
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Basic considerations in planning one I s offense
include the type of bo;y available, the depth of the
reserves, the type and style of opponents, the amount of
teaching tb1e available, and t;he number of games (7:91).
In the junior hieh school, where players normally
lack experience, an offense to be effective, must be simple.
Plays must be kept to a minimum.
Each play must be talked over, walked through, and
scrimmaged numerous t irnes.

The players must learn just

where the ball carrier is going, whor.1 to block, type of
block to be used, and the direction the opponent is to be
blocked.

With a minimum of plays, even the most inexperi-

enced player can learn.
For the purpose of explainine the offense to the
squad, the coach should have available a portable chalk
boa1"d, or have the system min10ographed, or both, so that
learnin[, can be accomplished quickly and successfully.
To give the offensive explanation, squad members are
to assemble in the same manner as previously cited for
explanation.
Once the explnnation is completed., select eleven
players and position them in the offensive formation.

This

done, sive any additional explanation, and answer questions
by squad members.

5:15,

Shower.

Centers are to remain on the field.
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5:15-5:30,

Centering explanation and drill.

The

type and number of passes to be mastered by a center will
depend on the offense used.

If the T-formation is used,

one type of pass will be needed for passing to the quarterback, and another for kicking.

In an offense that uses a

direct pass, one type of pass can be varied to meet all
purposes.
The best stance for a center to take in passing the
ball to a quarterback in a T-formation is one in which his
feet are spaced evenly apart on a parallel line, knees
spread, head up, tail fairly high, and back straight.

The

center's head is lined up directly behind the ball, which
is grasped with one hand; the hand gripping the ball is
slightly fori;·rnrd and under the ball's mid-point so that the
fingers will bo gripping the laces.
The center, in making the pass to a T-formation
quarterback, whose hand is pressed against his crotch,
turns the ball so the quarterback is able grasp it slightly
forward of the ball's middle.

The pass itself, is lifted

with a snap into the palm of the quarterback's hand.
As the ball is placed into the quarterback I s hands,
the center is movinc forward to begin his duties as a
blocker.
In a punting situation, or in an offensive formation
that uses a direct pass, the center employs a stance in
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which the feet ar0 widely S};8.ced on a pare.llel line, knees
slightly bent, head up, tail high, and back straight.

The

center :9laces both hands on the call, which is extended at
arms length in front.

'rhe passing hand is spread. under the

forward point of the bal 1 with fingers grippinc; the laces.
'l'he remaining hand is used simply for guiding purposes, and
thus placed alone; the top of the ball.
wei0,ht is carried on the legs.

Host of the body

In this stance, and momen-

tarily before the ball is snapped, the center's head is
dropped to a point where he can see between his legs in
order to pass the ball to a civen spot.
At the corapletion of the explanation desired, the
coach should assume the position of a quarterback, punter,
or tailback, dependin~ upon th0 type or types of hikes
needed to make the offense function.

The center then prac-

tices hikes to the coach, who acts as a receiver in order
to correct and aid the center in learninr;. the n1°o·p0r
...
-pass
,._;

or posses.
VII.

'l'HE SEVE2 TTH DAY
1

3:20-3:30, Culisthenics.

Conduct as the previous

day.

3:30-3:40, Tackling drill.

Conduct as previously

3:40-3:50, Blocking drill.

Conduct as previously

cited.
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cited.

3 :.50-4: 15,

Pra_c~-~-~ offensive plays.

B0fore begin-

ning practice on offensive plays, all squad n13nb ers are
called together in the same rrianner ns previously cited for
purpose of explanation.
The coach should take this opportunity to so over
any phase of the offense thGt may need further explanationo
Explanation complet0d, divide the squad into as
many team~ as there are coaches.

Put each player irrto the

position fol" which he is best suited.

Assure each pla-yer

not placed on a team thet he will be given a chance to
practice the plays.
'l'he coo.ch should select the play which he believes
to be 111ost basic in his offense, and use it as
to build the more cor.rtplex plays upon.

2,

foundation

.After the selection

of a play, discuss it, pointing out the actions and duties
of each player.

Becin teaching the play by walking throush

it until each player has a thorough understanding of what
he is expected to do.

Once this has been accomplisbed, run

throu~h the play, drilling on fakinr; and timine;.
During the running of the play, the coach should
sive sugrestions and correct mistakes.
When a play is fully undePstood, another play can be
taught.

Additional pl"actice of offensive plays will be

needed to pel"fect them.
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4:15-4:30,

Punt return drill.

The object of this

drill is to teB.ch the fundarnent als of punting, punt receiving, centering, blockinc;, tacklinc,, and end play on punts.
Instructions:
1.

Set uu the drill with a canter over the ball, a

kicker approximately 10 yards behind the center, and players
representing the play of ends on punts split approximately
10 yards abreast of the cent er.

2.

Directly do-wn-field and facing the cent or, a

punt receiver -oosi tions hi1,1self.

J.

On each side and slightly in front of the punt

receiveP, players that act as blockers are located.

4.

On signal the ball is hiked to the kicker.

The

snapping of the ball acts as a sicnal for the first player
in the 15.nes abreast of the center to go down-field, box
the bEill receiver towe.rd the middle, and uake the tacl{le on
the ball receiver.

5.

The kick is fielded down-field by a punt

receiver, who, with the use of the first players in each
line of blocker-s, attempts to carry the ball post the two
tacklers.

6.

After a run-back has been made or attempted, the

blockers go to the end of the tackling lines, and the
tacklers to the end of the blocking lines.

7.

Centers, punters, and receivers should be
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alternated at the coach's discretion.

8.

'rhe coach should correct mistakes and give

praise when due.

9.

See Illustration 10.

4:30-4:45,

Practice offensive plays.

Conduct the

practice as previously cited.

4:45-5:00,

Defensive exnlanation.

The type of

defensive formation used should be governed by the ability
of the players and the offense to be met. 2
Linebackers a.re the lrny to your defense.

The

stronger the linebackers, the fewer the linemen needed.3
A standard defensive formation that gives balance

against the running, passing, and kicking plays is the

6-2-2-1.

It is strong against off tackle plays and end

runs, affords good rushing of the passer and kicker, and
gives protection asainst a qµ ic k kick.

The man-for-man,

zone or combination pass defense will fit the formation.
The weakness of this formation is its leek of strength
against line plunges, but the alignment of this formation
can be e&:sily changed to perhaps a

6-3-2 defense, which

3ives a de qua te protection against the line plunge ( 111: 171).

2 conclusion drawn from notes taken in Advanced Football class, Summer quarter, Central Washington College of
Education, Ellensburg, Washington, 1958.

3Ibid.
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Whichever defensive fornation is used., select and
organize it on the basis of squad ability., keeping it as
simple as possible •
.l:''or the purpose of explainln;; the defense to the
squad, the coach should have available a portable chalkboard, on which he may draw and point out every phase of
the defense.
For explanation of the defensive formation, squad
members are to assemble in the same manner as previously
cited for purposes of explanation.
Upon cornpletinc: the explanation, set up and put
players in the defensive formation positions.

r.rhis done,

Give additional explanation if needed.

5:oo-.5:15, Linernen--Shoulder-lift blocking drill.
Conduct as previously cited.
Ends and backs--Pass defense explanation.

A good

way to explain the duties of players on pass defense is by
showing, on a chalkboard, the type of pass defense to be
used, and how each defensive back nrotects against the pass.
Once this has been established, place players in the positions for the pass defense, review the defense again by
pointing out in detail how to cover a pass receiver., and
what receiver or area to cover on various patterns.
Emphasize to players that a ball in the air is anyone's ball to catcho

A defensive back should always try to
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intercept, but when this is not possible, knock the ball to
the ground •

.5:15-5:20,

Conditionin°. run.

Run two fast quarter

mile laps.

5:20, Shower.
VIII.

Tilli EIGHTH DAY

J:20-3:JO, Calisthenics.

Conduct as the previous

day.
J:J0-3:40, Gauntlet tackling drill.

Using the ten

yard distance between yardage lines, set up the drill by
having the linemen form a straj_ght line directly between
and parallel to the yardage stripes, one behind the other,
and approximately five yards apart.

Backs and ends then

form a single line facing the gauntlet.
'I1he drill commences with the first player in the
line, formed by backs and ends, carrying a ball alternately
between the 1 inemen forming the gauntlet.

The ball carrier

can not go over either yardage stripe, and if tackled he
must get up and continue until he completes the gauntlet
line.

Once he comp let es the gaunt let line, he becomes the

end man and tackler of this line.
'rhe drill continues with the next player in the ballcarrying line duplicating the same actions as the first ball
carrier.

The drill ceases when everyone in the ball-
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carrying line has completed the gauntlet.

3:40-4:00, Practice offensive tl_ays.
practice as the previous day.

Conduct the

Check plays for timing,

assi,c;runent s, and deception.

4:00-4:20, Linemen--Two-~-~ blocking drill.
Conduct as previously cited.
Ends and backs--Pass defense drill.

The purpose of

this drill is to give the defensive backs practice in
defendin3 against passes.

The drill also provides practice

for the ends in receiving and the passer in throwing.
Instructions:

1.

Place defensive backs in pass defense positions.

2.

Approximately

5

yards forward of the defensive

backs, place a center over the ball with a passer or
passers approximately 5 yards directly behind the center.

3.

Five yards on each side, and abreast of the

center, ends line up in position for goin3 down-field to
receive a pass.

4.

The coach conceives and calls pass patterns,

including pass plays used in his own defense.

S.

On a preparatory signal the ends assume the

four-point stance, bein3 careful not to tip off opposing
players to either the play intended or direction they will
take.

6.

'l'he passer calls the signal for recej_ving the
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pass from center.
char 00 o out of their stance
,__
'l'he ends, on signal
and execute the called pass pnttorn.

E3.

The passer at~er,1pts to complete the pass to one

of his ends while the pass defenders atter:1:pt to either
break up or intercept the pass by covering the receivars in
tho proper method.

9.

Once the pass bas been completed, intercepted,

or broken up, th0 ends return to become the last rnen in
their lines.
10.

The coach may alternate or chanso any player at

his own discretion.
11.

During the drill the coach should make

corrections.

12.

See Illustration 11.

4:20-4:40,

Practice offensive nlays.

Conduct as

previously cited.

4 :40-5: 15,

Offensive and def' ensi ve practice s crimm?E:_ e_.

Divide the squad into as many te81as cs pos.sible to furnish
co:npetitlon for an offensive teon ac;ainst a defonslve team.
Different colored jerseys should be issued to opposing
teems.

Assure any plaJors not selected to a tee.r1 that they

will bo able to participDte in the scrir~age.
'l'his scrir:1.--nago is re;:;tricted to offensive and def ensive prcctice.

Therefore, 3pproximately balf of the field
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sl1ould f""v· el free to

stop the practice at any tine to correct the offensive and
defensive play.

The coach should observe players to deter-

mine proficienc;y in the folloi:-r.ln;__; n reo.s: ( 1) lmowledc;e of
their plffys; (2) physical c::mdition; (3) fundamentals in
blocldnc; and tackl:i.Eg; (4) quarte2back 1 s selection of pla;ys;
(5) open-fi1ld block~_ng;

(6) pass ·:)rotection; (7} punt

protection; (8) dofonse agalu.st punt roturr:.s; and (9) rules.

5:15-5:20, Conditioning run.

Hun two fast quarter

5:20, Shower-.

3:20-3:30, Calistho1tlcs.

Conduct as the previous

3:30-3:Li.S, Practice offensive nla~s.
•

$,::

Conduct as

Jrcviously cited.

3:45-3:50, Kickoff explanation.

Assemble players as

previously cited for explanation purposes and point out the
inoortance of the kickoff, its execution, and the necessity
of ;ett inc down-field and ma kin; the tackle as quickly as
:possj_ble.
'l1 he kick itself, is executed by the kicker first
pacine, b8ckward from the ball the exact number of steps he
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will take while runninr, forward to kick.

As the kicker

runs forward to meet the ball, the kicking leg is locked
at the knee momentarily before meeting the ball.

The foot

:meets the ball in the middle of its lower half and then
continues upward in a follow-through.

At no time during

the comp lot o kickin[ opera ti on is tho ki c ko1~ to take his
oyos off the ball.

Tha kic~-off should be hi£h to sive

the team an opportunity to rush down-field to make the
tackle as deep in the opponent's territory as possible.

3 :S0-4: 00, Kickoff prnctice.

':L1he purpose of this

drill ls to teach the proper coverage of a kickoff.

The

drill also provides practice for your kicker.
Inst rauc ti ons:
1.

l11 or the kick select a player of sufficient size

and ability to insure as lonG a kick as possible.
2.

'l1he ball is placed in the middle of the kicking

team's 4 □ yard line.

3.

The kicker takes a position approximately

yards behind the ball.

The romainins players line up

8

5

yards behind the ball at equal intervals across tho field.

4.

As the kicker- moves forward to kick the ball,

all nino plaJers follow at a distance of about one yar-d.

5.

vihen the kick is made, play ors. sprint down-field

to[ether-, keeping in their own pc,ths until thoy converge
UDon the boll carrier.

In this procedure the players should

be careful not to become bunched in their attempt to D.Void
blockers.

6.

':'ho end players sre tc protect the side line,

not converge on the receiver until they have forced the
ball carrier toward tha center of the field.

7.

The ball holder, if one is used, follows quickly

as a safety man.

B.

Repeat the kickoff procedure as many times as

necessary to acbieve understanding.

9.

See Illustration 12.

4: 00-LJ: 15,
practice.

neturn:i..:ri:r.:;_ and kickoff exnlanat ion and

.Assemble all s qctad membL::irs for puFpos e of expla-

nation as previously cited.

Use of the chalk board will

help clarify the kickoff return positions and play or plays.
Returnin[:; th'3 kickoff is undoubtedly the r,10s t im~)ortant offE:msivo nlay of a toam.

B;very tea1;1 should hnve a

definite play or plays for returnir13 tho kickoff.

J.1s in

other plaJ'S all rnen should be 3i ven specific assi 0 nrwnts to
carry out.
In receivin2: the kickoff five players must remain
betweon the

45

and

50

yard lines.

canter, euards, and tackles.

Ususlly these are the

The remaining players are

then spread about the field in positions for executing the
kickoff return play or plays.
To insure the understanding of the kickoff return,
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the coach should place players in a position for returning
the kickoff.

Once this is done explain in detail the

assignment for each player, and how the play is executed.

4:15-4:30, Kickoff and kickoff return drill.

Select

players to make up two teams and position each team at
opposite ends of the football field.

Have each team alt0r-

nate bein;:; the kickoff team and the kickoff return team.
Instruct the receiving team to fall on any kickoff
which bounds on the field of play.

Their failure to gain

possession r:my allow the kicking team to gain control of
the ball if they recover in the field of play.
Assure each player not placed on a team that he will
be given a chance to practice t~e drill.

11:30-5:15, Offensive and defensive practice scrimmage.

Conduct as the previous day.

5:15-5:20, Conditioning run.

Run two fast quarter

mile laps.

5:20, Shower.
X.

THE TENTE DAY

3:20-3:30, Calisthenics.

Conduct as the previous

day.

3:30-3:45, Kickoff and kickoff return drill.
as the previous day.

3 :LL,$-Li: 15, Offensive and defensive s crinnnae;e.

Conduct
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Conduct as the previous day.

The coach should make every

effort to correct any mistakes of the previous day.

4: 15-4: 20,

Conditioning run.

Run two fast quarter

mile laps.

4:20-5:20, Scrimmage.
basis of a regular game.

Conduct the scrimmage on the

The coach should feel free to

stop the play at any time to make co1~rections.
starting teams for each unit.

Select

Assure each player not on a

startin8 team that he will be given a chance to play.
The coach should be watchful for any mistakes or
weaknesses as cited in offensive and defensive scrimmages.
He should also determine the ability of the teams to
execute the kickoff and kickoff return.
Strive for find instill team play and hustle at all
tir:1es.

5:20, Shower.

CHAPTER IV
SUNHARY AND CONCLUSIONS
'11he content of this paper may vary decidedly from

the reader's viewpoint.

It is also quite probable that

many coaches do not need the detailed instructions conveyed
in the itinerary outlined in this paper.

Their opinions

may differ from those of the writer concerning necessary
procedures, or the order and time alloted for them in daily
practice periods.

Nevertheless, it has been established to

the writer's satisfaction through readings, discussions,
and college classes that the availability of a practice
itinerary for coaches will help insure a better athletic
season for a sport.
Careful planning of each phase of a football practice
by a coach should enable him to:
1.

Conduct a practice with a rninirrmm of wasted time.

2.

PPovide learnin3 that proe;resses gradus.lly from

the simple to the complex.

3.

'I1eact. squad members the knowledge necessary to

play the came of football.

4.

Teach calisthenics thct condition the physical

bodies of the players.

5.

Teach the basic fundamentals of line play,

blockinG, tacklins, passins, kicking, and running.
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6.

Provide a basic offense and defense that meet

the needs of his squad.

7.

Organize and conduct drills that will enhance

the performance of his players individually or as a group.

8.

Instill confidence among the squad through a

sound football program.

9.

Cope with various problews, if and when they

arise.
The writer chose the construction of a junior high
school football practice itinerary as a means to achieve
success in his own situation.

However, it is his belief

that experienced junior high school coaches, as well as
beginnin[:; coaches, can use this paper as a means of reference or as a guide in setting up their own practice
prog rar:is.
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